CoreStack for Azure Cloud Governance
Our Value Proposition
CoreStack is an AI-powered multi-cloud compliance and governance platform that empowers enterprises to
rapidly achieve Continuous and Autonomous Cloud Governance at scale. CoreStack delivers key business
outcomes such as optimized cloud costs, improved operational efficiencies, and comprehensive
compliance with industry standards, regulations, and best practices such as ISO, FedRAMP, NIST, HIPAA,
PCI DSS, Azure CAF, CIS Azure, CIS AWS, and AWS Well-Architected Framework.

CoreStack Value for Azure
Built on cloud-native services such as Azure Security Center, Azure Policy, Azure Monitor, Azure Active
Directory, Azure resource Manager, CoreStack augments Azure Cloud Governance with following key
benefits:
Easier way to manage entire Azure Stack with

Rule-based automation to govern Azure

unified visibility and insights

Cloud autonomously

Quantify Azure cloud governance with indexing
and benchmarking

Seamless integration of Azure Governance
with enterprise tool ecosystem

Access to real-time compliance posture and
policy-driven automation to fix the violations

How does CoreStack Achieve these Outcomes?
CoreStack achieves these results by governing operations, security, cost, access, and resources across
multiple cloud platforms. By leveraging cloud-native services, a unique Cloud-as-Code approach that uses
deep AI/ML, declarative definitions, and a patented cloud service-chaining technology, CoreStack
continually innovates to enable enterprises to harness the real power of cloud.
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Key Customers Wins

"The world is fast going digital and cloud adoption is an integral part of this. With the many benefits of cloud does come critical
issues around compliance, security, operations, consumption and cost. CoreStack solves these challenges simply and swiftly.
It's a must-use technology that any enterprise adopting the cloud ought to embrace" - Jim DuBois, ex-Microsoft CIO
"While cloud adoption is rapidly on the rise in enterprises, so are the issues with ballooning cloud costs, operational hassles,
and compliance worries. CoreStack is uniquely positioned to solve these problems with their AI-powered cloud governance"
- Abidali Neemuchwala, Former CEO of Wipro

Continuous & Autonomous Cloud Governance @Scale

corestack.io/discover

